
GOOD GIRLS
Season Recap

The ladies of GOOD GIRLS face the camera with authority.

CHRISTINA
How could we possibly sum up 
everything that happened on the 
first season of Good Girls?

Montage of show scenes.

RETTA
Quickly?

MAE
Let’s do this.

Insert Title: NBC’s Good Girls Season 1 Recap.

CHRISTINA (O.C.)
I play Beth - the perfect wife and 
mother, whose cheating husband, 
Dean, put her family on the brink 
of bankruptcy.

BETH TITLE CARD 
TRANSITIONS INTO 

MONTAGE OF 
FAMILY SCENES.

Dean title card introduction.

RETTA (O.C.)
Ruby, played by me, is happily 
married but can't afford to get her 
sick daughter the treatment she 
needs. Oh, and her husband Stan is 
a cop. So that’s a fun twist!

RUBY TITLE CARD 
TRANSITIONS INTO 

MONTAGE OF 
FAMILY SCENES.

Stan title card introduction.

RETTA
So that’s a fun twist!
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MAE (O.C.)
And I play Annie - a single mom 
fighting for custody of her kid. 

ANNIE TITLE CARD 
TRANSITIONS INTO 
MONTAGE OF LIFE 

SCENES.

MAE (O.C.)
Beth and Annie are sisters. Ruby is 
their best friend.

Show montage of clips to support the trio of ladies.

RETTA (O.C.)
Together, they rob a local grocery 
store.

Grocery store robbery that started the whole show.

MAE (O.C.)
This one crime sets off a chain of 
events they never anticipated.

RETTA (O.C.)
Unfortunately, when they robbed the 
grocery store, they also robbed 
this crime boss named Rio.

RIO TITLE CARD 
TRANSITIONS INTO 
MONTAGE OF CRIME 

SCENES.

MAE
So to make amends, they agree to 
work for him.

Show scenes from the partnershiop being formed.

RETTA (O.C.)
Pretty standard stuff, really. 
Theft, transporting stolen goods, 
cleaning counterfeit money…

Scenes from the illegal deeds now being done by the ladies.

MAE (O.C.)
But the more jobs they do for him, 
the deeper they get.

CHRISTINA
And things get out of control.
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Scenes of how the ladies are building their crime empire.

RETTA (O.C.)
Dean finds out, Stan finds out, 
Boomer finds out, the FBI is after 
Rio…

DEAN, STAN AND 
BOOMER GRAPHIC 
TRANSITION INTO 
SHOW MONTAGE.

MAE
So Beth, Ruby and Annie do what 
anyone would do in this situation.

Montage of show scenes supporting the script dialogue.

CHRISTINA (O.C.)
Return to the scene of the crime 
for one last robbery.

RETTA (O.C.)
Expose Rio’s counterfeit money 
operation, save their families and 
save themselves.

MAE
Easy peasy! Except...

Scene of Rio, with Dean, waiting for Beth to return home.

MAE (O.C.)
... Rio finds out.

Scene of Rio handing Beth a gun to kill her husband, Dean.

MAE (O.C.)
So you know what she does?

Scene of Rio asking Beth if she has what it takes.

MAE
We can’t tell you that. It’s called 
a cliffhanger.

RETTA
Yup, so don’t miss Good Girls when 
it returns on March 3.

END CARD 
GRAPHIC.
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